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This collection is an ode to homebodies,
a gentle reminder for us to embrace the
space of our own. To make a house, a home.

And may our home brings joy and
let us grow in this peaceful month.



That dancing shadow through the window pane, afternoon
tea time you spend with loved ones, and heavenly smell of flowers!
The Little Happiness pattern is inspired by all the simple blessings

in everyday life. Especially these days, we all need a small dose
of happiness to brighten up our days. Don’t you think?
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PRAYING SET for ADULTS or KIDS
(Mukena & pouch untuk dewasa
atau anak)

Pastel colored praying set with patterned
borders  and ru�es for the top, and
combination of pattern and solid colors
for the skirt.
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S

KIDS (ANAK)

110cm

130cm

ADULTS (DEWASA)

ALL SIZE M

Top Front Length

SIZE

TYPE

Top Back Length

Top Available Color

Material

95cm

115cm

95cm

115cm

Organic Rayon Organic Rayon

112cmSkirt Length 90cm 90cm

fit to 96cm
with rubber

band
Skirt Waist

fit to 80cm
with rubber

band

fit to 80cm
with rubber

band

LITTLE HAPPINESS PRAYING SET

Rp575.000 Rp395.000ADULTS PRAYING SET KIDS PRAYING SET



110cm x 65cm (available in one size only)

Canvas Linen with dacron foam inside.
Layered with additional durable fabric
on the backside that adds
sturdiness of the mat

Size

Material

110
cm

65cm

Feel the comfort under your feet, give
some colors to your home

PRAYING MAT (SAJADAH)

Lightly decorated with pastel pattern
and cotton fringe. This praying mat is also
padded with foam for extra comfort.

Rp385.000PRAYING MAT

LITTLE HAPPINESS PRAYING MAT
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Home is our root, and that includes the places, the people,
and the neighborhood that are around us. We create our own stories,

yet we are still connected to each other.
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PRAYING SET for ADULTS or KIDS
(Mukena & pouch untuk dewasa
atau anak)

This series opt for a stronger color palette,
combined with the calming shades
of navy blue. 
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ALL SIZE M

Top Front Length
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TYPE

Top Back Length

Top Available Color

Material

95cm

115cm

95cm

115cm

Organic Rayon Organic Rayon

112cmSkirt Length 90cm 90cm

fit to 96cm
with rubber

band
Skirt Waist

fit to 80cm
with rubber

band

fit to 80cm
with rubber

band

NEIGHBORHOOD PRAYING SET

Rp575.000 Rp395.000ADULTS PRAYING SET KIDS PRAYING SET



65cm

PRAYING MAT (SAJADAH)

The lively neighborhood comes in
bold colors. This praying mat is also
padded with foam for extra comfort.

110cm x 65cm (available in one size only)

Canvas Linen with dacron foam inside.
Layered with additional durable fabric
on the backside that adds
sturdiness of the mat

Size

Material

110
cm

65cm

Feel the comfort under your feet, give
some colors to your home

Rp385.000PRAYING MAT
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NEIGHBORHOOD PRAYING MAT



Hearts,

Place your order through our Tokopedia:
Tokopedia.com/livinglovingnet

For more info or inquiries, kindly reach us on:

hello@livingloving.net
0811 890 4860
@livinglovingnet

Homebodies series is a collaboration of playful shapes
and shades of Smitten by Pattern and the vision of turnin
houses into homes from Living Loving. We believe that
good things can start from home.


